
Korg PA 600 Arranger Style Installation Instructions

1. Place the "USB-Stick" in the USB port in back of keyboard.
2. The screen will be in FACTORY mode style to start with ...." Unplugged heaven."
3.  Press MEDIA on the keyboard. ( next to global )
4.  At left lower side of screen, you will see an arrow next to Disc or USB . If disc, 

touch arrow and to bring up USB. 
5. STYLES KORG  PA -600 will come up on screen......touch that on screen. ( It will 

shade out In blue. ) 
6. Next, touch OPEN on screen. 
7. Now the screen will show all the styles contained on the USB stick. The first one 

will be 16 Beat, and etc. 
8. Now for example, roll down ( by roller on keyboard ) to " BOOGIE " style.  PRESS 

OPEN on the screen at the bottom. 
9. User 01. style ..or...User 02. Sty will appear on screen.
10. Touch user01. Sty ( will shade out in blue color ). 
11. Now press OPEN at bottom of screen.
12. Now all the " BOOGIE " style. selections appear on the screen. 
13. Now touch " 01.03 BOOGIE 3 " on screen 
14. Now press or touch LOAD .
15. A screen with an arrow / and  user01: 03 Boogie-1 and / select ( in a box) appears. 
16. Touch the arrow on the left side of the box next to " user-user1" 
17. A screen with  FAV -1 thru 12 and USR-USER 1, USER 2, USER 3 comes up.
18. Touch USR -USER 1 (shades blue )  AS YOU GO ALONG AND INSTALL 

DIFFERENT STYLES, YOU WILL USE  USER 2, or 3 or FAVS. 1-12 . ( Each has 
slots for many styles)

19. Next screen.....touch "OK " 
20. A screen with " yes" or "no" will appear on a warning screen. ( Are you sure? ) 

Touch YES. 
21. Then a screen will appear with " 01.03 #Boogie 3 " in shaded blue.
22. Press EXIT .....on the keyboard....not on screen ( there isn't any on screen ) 
23. The screen returns to " unplugged heaven " in factory mode. 
24. Touch. FAV / USER ( next to factory mode to the left ) 
25. The screen will have styles in blocks ( just as in factory mode) and BOOGIE 3 

should be in P 1 ....( P 1,2,3 4, and 5 ) .....  TOUCH THAT BLOCK ON SCREEN. ( it 
shades blue ) 

26. Now press EXIT on the keyboard again. And...BOOGIE 3 ...FAV MODE  will appear, 
where You have seen " unplugged heaven " ( factory style ) previously. 

27. Now simply press start button and play the boogie 3 style. All the things you can 
add in factory  mode are available in FAV / USER MODE. 

HINT: Want to delete a style? Simply install another style into it's place. Go thru the 
same process as above and put the style you want into one you don't want, and 
the original one is deleted. 


